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you can remember anything,  
as long as it’s associated to 

something you already know

all memory is based 
on association
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the five rules of memory

all memory is based on association 

you can remember anything as long as it’s associated 
to something you already know 

you can remember anything better, if it’s associated 
to something you already know, in a crazy, ridiculous, 
nonsensical manner 

bring in the five senses 
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conscious associations
colours of the rainbow: Richard Of York Goes Battling In Vain:                                                 
Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Indigo Violet  

port and starboard: no red port left.  ‘left’ and ‘port’ both have four letters 

trigonometry: sir oliver’s horse came ambling home to oliver’s aunt reads as:                         
soh cah toa, which gives: sin = opposite (over) hypotenuse, cosine = adjacent (over) hypotenuse, 
tangent = opposite (over) adjacent 

mathematical equations:  bless my dear aunt sally:                                                         
brackets, multiply, divide, add, subtract 

rhyming associations:                                                                                                                      
columbus sailed the ocean blue in fourteen hundred and ninety two. the spanish armada met 
its fate in fifteen hundred and eighty eight thirty days hath september etc.                                                                                                        
beer on whiskey, very risky, whiskey on beer, never fear 

fate of henry viii’s wives: divorced, beheaded, died, divorced, beheaded, survived 



action 

personal involvement 

exaggeration

make things huge 
multiply things 
put yourself in the image 
crash things together 
stick things together 
put things inside each other

put things on top of each other 
have things talk 
make things run, skip, jump 
substitute things for each other 
place things in weird situations 
weave things together

constructing images  A. P. E.



left brain
logic

numbers

linear
analytic

right brain
imagery

passion
colour 

imagination
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Truman
Eisenhower

Johnson
Kennedy

Nixon
Ford
Carter
Reagan
Bush
Clinton
Bush
Obama

Presidents since wwII
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

Trump ___________________



_________1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10

Peg system

_________
_________
_________
_________

_________
_________
_________
_________
_________



developing memory pegs
15 household pegs

select objects in each room that are 
easiest for you to remember 

the objects cannot be used more than once 

write them down, then memorise the  
mental walk-through 

select the most logical sequence in your 
house or apartment 
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Room 1

___________  
___________ 
___________

15 household pegs

Room 2 Room 3

Room 4Room 5Room 6

___________  
___________ 
___________

___________  
___________ 
___________

___________  
___________ 
___________

___________  
___________ 
___________

___________  
___________ 
___________



1. Blue Suit/Outfit
2. Briefcase
3. Business cards
4. Cell Phone
5. Medicine
6. Headphones
7. Laptop
8. Boarding Pass

10. Doubletree Hotel
11. 3:15 p.m. meeting
12. Tom Nichols
13. MDA Insurance Booth

9. Rental Car

14. Crab Shack restaurant
15. Call home

business trip to-do
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african elephants prefer  
havana cigars 
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1 =

m
2 =

r
3 =

l
4 =

ch, sh or j
5 =

k, hard c, hard g
6 =

f or v
7 =

p or b
8 =
9 =

s or z0 =

t or d
n

T     D
n N

m
fou‘R’

6 ‘CH’icks
77

8 P 
P P P 

zer ‘O’

t    d

phonetic index
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   Chair  = 
   Map  =   
   Car   =  

   Butter  =  
   Comb  =  
   Oxidize  = 

   Medical           =  
   Memory           =  

   Westin               =  
   Book  = 
   Cadillac           = 

   Detroit  = 
   Professional = 
   Development =

307       = 
215     = 
305     =        

415     = 
504     = 
121014 = 

354      = 
5100     = 

97091    = 
781        = 
728420 = 

517       = 
346       = 
9408     =

___________ 
___________ 
___________ 

___________ 
___________ 
___________ 

___________ 
___________ 

___________ 
___________ 
___________ 

___________ 
___________ 
___________

____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 

____________________________________

phonetic conversions



clothing

features

accessories

exact location

F
A
C
E
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make sure you hear the name1

spell the name2
if it’s an unusual name, ask the 
spelling, make a comment about it3

use the name at least once or twice4

use the name when leaving5

Names & Faces



________________1

________________2

________________3

________________4

Names & Faces Recall
________________

________________

________________

________________

5

6

7

8



review
reviewing is the single most crucial element in the memory 
process, do not neglect the following (min) review times

1st review           1 hour 

2nd review          24 hours 

3rd review           1 week 

4th review            1 month

do not study for more than 1 hour without taking a 10 minute break, then review



the three c’s of effective recall
the five rules of memory are an indispensable way to 
understand how and why our memory works the way it does.  
using the five rules in real life can be more difficult, we need a 
simple, reliable way to put the five rules into practical use, which 
brings us to....

the three c’s of effective recall

turn abstract or hard to visualize ideas into concrete images

the three c’s are based on the five rules of memory and are designed to act as a 
working tool for you to effectively create your memory connections

convert

convey

connect use action, personal involvement and exaggeration to bring images 
together

use the five senses to improve the speed and accuracy of your recall
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